
 

Fact Sheet:  The USAFA Preparatory School Honor Program 

   Honor Program Intent:  Support the overall Prep School mission by providing honor 
education and character/leadership development opportunities to Cadet Candidates and staff. 

 
Prep School (PL) Honor Code and Oath: “We will not lie, steal, or cheat, nor tolerate among us anyone who does.  
Furthermore, I resolve to do my duty, and to live honorably, (so help me God).”   
 The Prep School Honor Code is identical to that of USAFA. 
 When C/Cs take the Honor Oath, the words “so help me God” are optional to respect all faiths or non-faith. 

 
Honor Education for Cadet Candidates 
Basic Military Training:  C/Cs learn about the Honor Code and its elements.  In total, BMT Honor training requires 
approximately 10 hours of interactive classroom time.  Honor Lessons 1-4 are conducted with the help of many PL staff 
members across all mission elements, who fill 75+ teaching slots.  

1. Introduction to the Honor Code: Given by PL Character, Leadership, Culture and Climate (PLC) staff 
2. Honor Lesson 1:  Lying and the principle of Honesty  
3. Honor Lesson 2:  Stealing and the principle of Respect  
4. Honor Lesson 3:  Cheating and the principle of Fairness  
5. Honor Lesson 4:  Toleration and the principles of Support and Accountability  
6. Honor Exam:  Evaluates retention of BMT Honor lessons and ensures each C/C is ready to take the Oath. 

Academic Year Training:  All training is programmed into the PL Commandant’s military training plan.  Honor/Character 
lessons are typically conducted once or twice per month during training time (~1 hour), or on PL Training Days. 

1. Recurring Topics.  These topics typically surface every year, as C/Cs begin to deal with challenges associated with 
academics and dorm life (eg. proper academic documentation, National Character and Leadership Symposium). 

2. As-Needed Topics.  These topics change from year to year, based on the current issues and challenges, or are 
one-time opportunities.  C/C Character Officers help determine topics and needs for the current class. 
 

Honor Education for Prep School (PL) Staff Members 
New Instructor Honor Training:  PLC staff provides training for new instructors upon arrival, or as needed.  Topics: what 
C/Cs should know, what instructors often see in the classroom/when grading, and the process for addressing honor 
concerns.  Department heads are responsible for standardizing academic penalties associated with honor issues.   
Departmental Refresher Training for Returning Staff:  Returning Staff members receive updates from PLC on high 
interest items throughout the year via Commander’s Call training times, and summer training/BMT preparation. 
Basic Military Training Honor Lesson Facilitation:  During BMT, PL staff members are critical in carrying out Honor 
Lessons.  Two staff members team-teach groups of 25 C/Cs for maximum learning/retention.  This hands-on teaching 
experience allows new staff members in all mission elements to learn from experienced staff, provides practical 
knowledge and applications of the Honor Code, and helps build student-staff rapport before the academic year begins. 
 
The Honor System/Process.  The system is the means by which C/Cs are held accountable for living by the Honor Code.  
If an honor violation is suspected, it is addressed using the following process: 

1. Informal Clarification - a non-threatening “clarification” conversation between initiator and C/C in question. 
2. Formal Clarification - a second conversation with PLC staff and the C/C Group Character Officer. 
3. Investigation - an uninvolved staff member seeks facts, gathers statements, and recommends way forward. 
4. Group Honor Board - uninvolved staff members and honor officers review the facts/testimony and staff votes. 

Sanctions for violations: PLC recommends sanctions, and Commander approves.  On average, rehabilitation is 6 weeks. 
 
Act and Intent.  These two elements must be present for an honor violation to exist.  Act is the outer behavior (or failure 
to act); intent is the mindset regarding the act.  Intent is the hardest to judge, which is why admitting is a respected step 
in rectifying a problem.  An honor violation is confirmed in one of two ways: 1) The C/C admits; 2) A Group Honor Board 
reviews evidence and a majority vote determines whether or not the C/C “intended the logical outcome” of their act. 
 

More detailed information regarding the Prep School’s Honor Program may be obtained by contacting 
Mrs. Nicki Mench at (719) 333-9790 or e-mail Gina.Mench@usafa.edu 
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